Famous People/Events In History Projects
Criteria Chart
(what each student must do)
DUE, MAY 20, 2015

Poster Board Project MUST include:

1. Pictures with captions or labels telling about the pictures. Some NOT ALL may be copied from the internet or from books. Draw some illustrations to make the project unique!

2. Neatness ALWAYS counts!!!

3. After your child reads and learns about their topic, they must put information in their own words.

4. DO NOT COPY FROM A BOOK OR THE INTERNET! NO PLAGIARISM!

5. Facts about the topic...Mrs. Bailey, Ms. Santos and the entire class love to learn FUN FACTS about all topics, so try to include some!

6. A timeline is suggested as an organization tool for your topic's life.

7. MUST INCLUDE A MAP! (Labeled)

8. Bibliography, sources of information must be listed. The first one should be your Social Studies book!! (hint) The name of each book, and page number or web site used is enough.

   EXAMPLE: Communities: Adventures In Time and Place pg 13 or
   www.history.com Abe Lincoln

Each student must give a 2-3 minute presentation to the class...you will be the teacher! You must use note cards for the presentation because we don’t want to look at the back of your head while you are reading from your poster!! Your presentation will be planned and go smoothly!

OPTIONAL, ALWAYS FUN!!

Include 3-dimensional items, such as figures or models relating to your project!

PLEASE SIGN AND RETURN LOWER PORTION

I UNDERSTAND MY CHILD,__________HAS A SOCIAL STUDIES PROJECT DUE ON TUESDAY, MAY 20, 2015. IF THE PROJECT IS LATE THEY WILL LOSE ONE LETTER GRADE FOR EACH DAY IT IS LATE!

PARENT SIGNATURE_________________________________________